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Part 1 – Introduction 
An introduction to the basic concepts of the MetaSweepers project. 
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The non-fungible token (NFT) markets are evolving at a rapid rate and we 

see hundreds of projects listing every day. Acting alone will only get you so far 

in your pursuit of finding quality projects to add to your NFT portfolio amongst 

the constant noise and unreasoned shilling. It is a no-brainer that a strong team 

that shares a common goal will always out-do working alone. The human race 

has become the most dominant species on planet earth through our ability to 

build upon our knowledge and communicate with each other through a 

common language. Through working together, we have achieved so much. The 

same rings true with NFTs and the metaverse that is being built before us – we 

need each other.    

MetaSweepers calls upon certain types of people, separate to the masses. 

It seeks out NFT project team members, NFT 1/1 artists, active decentralized 

autonomous organisation (DAO) members, experienced flippers, considerate 

researchers, those that love trawling through whitepapers and those that love 

sweeping floors like the degens that they are. We are seeking out the best of the 

NFT obsessed and uniting them under an exclusive community with the shared 

goal of high-quality knowledge transfer in order to maximise value to every 

MetaSweepers holder. This can be best described as alpha, and alpha can often 

be the difference between an informed decision and an uninformed one, the 

difference between making losses and making a hefty profit. MetaSweepers will 

be a high-quality community that will produce high-quality alpha. 

There are many NFT projects in the space that do not offer any utility, 

there are some NFT projects that claim to offer utility but they do not, and there 

are few that if they do offer a tangible source of utility it is often rooted in 

complex and sometimes volatile tokenomics. MetaSweepers seeks to be 

different to the crowd. In addition to creating utility through alpha, 

MetaSweepers will set up a DAO with a dedicated and transparent treasury of 

694.20 Solana (SOL) for MetaSweepers holders. The MetaSweepers DAO will be 

able to discuss and vote on the growth of MetaSweepers and the use of the 

treasury. Our intention is to increase the Solana value of the MetaSweepers DAO 

Treasury, formulate means of profit generation and to deliver value straight into 

the wallets of holders to whom the treasury belongs.  

We intend to build MetaSweepers as a brand with a formidable 

reputation, and will also develop something that often goes lacking in NFT 

projects. That is, our story. Together with beautiful visual art, we will forge a 

written lore around MetaSweepers that flows deeply through our collective 
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consciousness. Stories are sometimes referred to as the currency of human 

contact, and even in the metaverse our rich lore will find a way to touch your 

hearts. 

In short, we are the mighty MetaSweepers. We are one exclusive family. 

The DAO is supreme. And we are obsessed with providing you as a holder with 

utility and value.   
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Part 2 – The MetaSweepers 

Collection as Art 
Detailing the artwork for the collection including our brand and philosophy. 
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MetaSweepers will constitute an NFT collection of 3,333 uniquely 

generated sweepers on the Solana Blockchain. Within the collection of 3,333, 

there shall be 21 “1/1” pieces. The artwork constitutes months of hard work and 

steady hands, with great attention to detail and care being afforded to what will 

become your MetaSweeper: from the selection of traits, the colours, the style, 

all the way to the metadata generation tests, we have left no stone unturned. 

The MetaSweepers art represents some of the highest quality pixel art on the 

Solana Blockchain and we have taken artistic inspiration from the Solana space, 

whilst also forging our own unique identity. Our artist is backwardmango and 

she has years of experience as a designer.  

Outside of the MetaSweepers that are 1/1 pieces, there are 14 main trait 

categories and 170 “sub-trait” categories. This constitutes a breadth of traits 

comparative to other collections in the Solana NFT market. These 

MetaSweepers hold brooms, to depict that they are sweepers. There are two 

reasons as to why we chose sweepers as the central theme to our project. The 

first is that it relates to the project name, MetaSweepers, which is partly a pun 

on “sweeping the floor” which is a term used to refer to the purchase of several 

NFTs of a given project at the floor price (the lowest price listed). Second, it is to 

pay homage to the profession of those that sweep with a broom, as historically 

these people have quietly made the world a cleaner place through their diligent 

hard work. Subject to the “Big Sweeper” mechanism detailed in Part 4 of this 

Whitepaper, the 3,333 supply of MetaSweepers is quasi-deflationary in nature, 

which will increase the value of the collection due to scarcity as the overall 

supply decreases over time.  

Amongst the sub-traits, there is a diversity of gender, skin colours and 

races. Other than the human skin colours, your MetaSweeper might be: an alien, 

zombie, demon or skeleton, each of which are rare. Human skin colours are 

named as types of chocolate colours, assumedly because the human 

MetaSweepers are composed of chocolate within our metaverse (which sounds 

pretty sweet).  

We have included 21 1/1 pieces within the collection for further variety 

and fun for rarity hunters, particularly as many NFT collections in the Solana 

space do not feature 1/1 art. The 1/1 MetaSweepers may not necessarily hold 

brooms, but they almost always hold something. The philosophy behind this is 

that many things can be used as a tool by people with the right skill and purpose. 

Every 1/1 piece, together with every sub-trait on this collection was created with 
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real purpose and the high standard of the artwork complements the ambitions 

we hold for the project. 

 

Fig. 2.1 – A summary of the skins sub-traits and artistic variety of MetaSweepers 
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Part 3 – MetaSweepers as an 

Alpha Incubator 

How we intend to nurture a culture of sourcing and disseminating alpha. 
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The dissemination of alpha will be at the heart of MetaSweepers and is 

one of the ways we will provide holders will utility and value. Our aim is that by 

being a MetaSweepers holder you will be able to make better informed 

decisions about projects to mint or purchase on the markets and therefore 

increase your likelihood of making profits.   

There are five themes which we will employ in order to create a top tier 

alpha incubator: (1) Community talent (2) Effective communication channels (3) 

Contributor rewards (4) Whitelist benefits and (5) Dynamic adaptation. 

(1) Community talent: MetaSweepers is designed to attract only those 

individuals that are immersed in the world of NFTs, are well researched 

and who are keen to share knowledge with others like them. By focusing 

on talent at the individual level, the standard of the community and its 

alpha discussions is raised above other communities. The team will 

cultivate this community at the very beginning by selectively identifying 

the right individuals for its community and putting them on the whitelist 

to mint a MetaSweeper. We therefore expect at least 70% of the mint 

supply to be covered by whitelists. The main criteria in order to obtain a 

whitelist will be showcasing your talents and NFT-IQ and we will also 

consider those from communities we consider to be existing blue-chips or 

blue-chip prospects.   

 

(2) Effective communication channels: It will be important to ensure that 

members can take in information about projects and enrich their analysis 

without unnecessary distractions. Through verifying their MetaSweepers 

on Grape Protocol, holders will gain access to an organised and efficient 

MetaSweepers alpha Discord channel. The problem with many NFT 

projects in the space today is that they are not dedicated to alpha and 

therefore their “alpha” sub-channels fall into one often noisy chat. We 

will structure ourselves so that users will be able to easily find dedicated 

sub-channels for specific NFT sectors and utility tool discussions, together 

with voice chat options in order to share knowledge. In addition to this, 

we will create spaces for cross-chain conversations, including (but not 

limited to) NFTs on ETH and NEAR. For the busier holder, there will also 

be alpha project summaries, red flag alerts, regular mint schedule updates 

and voting channels to indicate immediate community sentiment. We will 

also effectively moderate the holder channels to prohibit senseless 

shilling and promote informed discussions. These measures to nurture the 
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right environment will make MetaSweepers a one-stop shop for your 

alpha needs.  

 

(3) Contributor rewards: In order to further incentivise members to 

contribute further to the community, we will reserve 10% of the 

MetaSweepers DAO Treasury to reward those have made significant 

contributions to holders. Such contribution may be shown through the 

provision of consistent and coherent alpha, finding whitelist spot 

opportunities and generally standing out as a real help to MetaSweepers 

members. The rewards will be awarded by the core team with input from 

the community and we envision those rewards will be made in SOL and 

through promotions/community roles, where appropriate.  

 

(4) Whitelist benefits: We will routinely work towards obtaining whitelist 

spots through reaching out to promising projects and developing 

partnerships. We will raffle the whitelist spots off exclusively to 

MetaSweepers holders. This will save members the time and effort of 

grinding for whitelist spots or purchasing whitelist tokens on the token 

markets, which can often be quite the pain and costly.     

 

(5) Dynamic adaptation: In addition to providing these forms of alpha utility, 

the team will constantly listen to the MetaSweepers community and 

adapt our systems where needed. Something that often goes lacking in 

NFT projects is that the team do not listen enough to their holders and 

progress is stifled. With utility for MetaSweepers holders at the heart of 

our project, we will be responsive to your needs and make adjustments 

to ensure that holders receive the best possible alpha to increase their 

chances of successful NFT investments.   
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Part 4 – MetaSweepers as 

Value 
Explaining the utility and value that holding a MetaSweeper will bring. 
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Our main aim above everything is to provide utility and value to every 

MetaSweepers holder. We have ambitions to develop MetaSweepers into a 

global brand that reaches the status of a Solana NFT blue chip, where holders 

can enjoy multiple benefits and are rewarded for being a loyal member of the 

community and MetaSweepers DAO. As detailed in Part 3 of this Whitepaper, 

due to our principle of dynamic adaptation we will constantly be on the lookout 

for feedback from the MetaSweepers DAO so as to generate new forms of value. 

Further detail on the MetaSweepers DAO will be set out in Part 5 of this 

Whitepaper. Below sets out some of the forms of utility and value we intend to 

implement for the benefit of MetaSweepers holders: 

(1) Value in art: As detailed further in Part 2 of this Whitepaper, a significant 

amount of time and effort has gone into the artwork for the 

MetaSweepers collection and its quality and style separate it from the 

bulk of existing Solana NFT projects in the space. The MetaSweepers NFTs 

are perfect for Discord, Twitter and other profile pictures. This in turn 

adds value to the MetaSweepers project, as art is at the foundation of the 

NFT markets and personally showcasing your NFT allows you to raise its 

profile to the world. There is also scope for mutation and breeding should 

the MetaSweepers DAO request this.  

 

(2) Alpha Incubation: As detailed further in Part 3 of this Whitepaper, a 

constant form of value for MetaSweepers holders will be through 

developing MetaSweepers into an alpha incubator. This will enable 

holders to make smarter NFT investment decisions and increase the 

likelihood of them making profits through their own investments, as well 

as whitelist benefits.  

 

(3) Lore: An NFT project without lore is certainly dry and we think it is an 

important feature to building a brand around MetaSweepers. The team 

will have dedicated Lore masters and will integrate development of the 

lore with the actions of and input from the MetaSweepers DAO. Rather 

than being static, the lore will grow with the active community it is based 

on. A brief background to the origins of the MetaSweepers may be found 

in this snippet from our Lore masters: 

 

Have you ever been walking down Main Street in the Metaverse and 

noticed how filthy it is? The sweepers are the unnoticed denizens of the 
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Metaverse. The Metaverse is a messy place, and it is the role of a 

MetaSweeper to tidy up the entire floor of the Metaverse. Their task is 

critical to the maintenance of the Metaverse, because without them we 

would all be walking on untidy floors. Sweepers hear everything. They are 

unnoticed by most and are often privy to information about changes to 

the Metaverse.  Due to the nature of their job, they can infiltrate places of 

power such as boardrooms, government buildings and the like. Sharing 

information between themselves, the MetaSweepers are able to influence 

the Metaverse and have control of the floor. They pride themselves on 

their duty to clean the Metaverse, and won’t stop till the floor is clean 

enough to eat off of. 

     

(4) MetaSweepers DAO Treasury: The MetaSweepers DAO will have a DAO 

treasury of 694.20 SOL, proportional to a fully complete mint. Subject to 

expected SOL price fluctuations, this will amount to USD$80,000 to 

USD$160,000. The MetaSweepers DAO Treasury will be used for various 

purposes outlined in this Part 4 as well as Part 5 to this Whitepaper and 

in short, the treasury will be applied to furthering the project and 

rewarding holders. The team will seek to grow the MetaSweepers 

Treasury through staking the funds and investing in NFTs subject to the 

approval of the MetaSweepers DAO. We also intend to set an artist 

royalty percentage of 5% for MetaSweepers NFT sales on any NFT market 

that we will list on, and from this amount, 50% will go into the 

MetaSweepers DAO Treasury.   

 

(5) Treasury distributions to holders (Hold-to-Earn): We are considering 

profit distributions directly to holders through a hold-to-earn mechanism. 

Some NFTs in the market offer a native ecosystem token in exchange for 

staking, though these tokens can often be volatile and are subject to their 

utility within the given ecosystem. In the case of MetaSweepers, a profit 

distribution epoch period would last for 50 days. A holder would be 

required to have delisted and held their NFT consistently in the same 

wallet for at least 90% of the duration of that given 50-day period, in order 

to qualify for a treasury distribution. Amongst those who qualify, they will 

receive in SOL a distribution of 10% of the available treasury at the time 

of the profit distribution date split between them and proportional to the 

amount of MetaSweepers successfully held. Following this period, a new 
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50-day distribution period would begin with the same mechanics 

employed. This mechanism incentivises delisting which in turn raises the 

floor price, and rewards those that are committed to MetaSweepers long-

term as the treasury grows in value.  

 

(6) The Big Sweeper (Floor buy-back mechanism): The floor price (i.e. the 

lowest price of an NFT on a given collection that is listed for sale) is an 

important feature of any NFT project, and the team will use it as an 

indicator as to the health of the MetaSweepers project. Our intention is 

to raise the floor price through adding value to the MetaSweepers project, 

but we also intend to implement a buy-back mechanism. If an NFT is listed 

below 50% of the mint price for a MetaSweeper for a continuous period 

of 48 hours, we will buy the NFT back using liquid funds from the treasury. 

The team will then have an option to decide what to do with the 

MetaSweeper, including options to burn, giveaway or hold the 

MetaSweeper. The likelihood is that the team will burn the MetaSweeper 

and consideration will be given to the MetaSweepers DAO’s views from 

time to time. On the assumption a MetaSweeper is burned, this will 

reduce the supply of the collection accordingly which increases scarcity 

and value per MetaSweeper. As a result, the collection is quasi-

deflationary.  

 

(7) Income generation streams and dynamic adaption: In addition to using 

the methods described above to increase the MetaSweepers DAO 

Treasury, we intend to consider additional methods of generating income 

to grow the Treasury and provide value to holders. This will require 

consultation with the MetaSweepers DAO and through our principle of 

dynamic adaption, we will work closely with the community to grow the 

treasury and continue to provide additional forms of utility. Some 

additional utility ideas we are considering for example include providing 

exclusive workshops with advisory professionals, hosting speakers, 

breeding mechanics, a merchandise store and launching a subsequent 

project on NEAR with airdrops for MetaSweepers holders.  
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Part 5 – MetaSweepers DAO 
The purpose and procedures of the MetaSweepers DAO. 
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The MetaSweepers DAO will be important to the MetaSweepers project 

and by holders verifying their MetaSweepers in the usual manner (we intend to 

use Grape protocol), they will have access to exclusive Discord channels. Within 

the exclusive channels, there will chats dedicated to DAO discussion and DAO 

proposals, and the MetaSweepers DAO Treasury will be applied to carry out 

proposals that pass. Although the core team will have control over the general 

running and ownership of the MetaSweepers project, we intend to build a 

positive equilibrium between the DAO and the core team for efficiency and to 

work towards increasing the value of MetaSweepers. We set out the basic rules 

for the operation of the DAO and the MetaSweepers DAO Treasury below.  

MetaSweepers DAO proposals and votes 

MetaSweepers DAO discussions may happen at any time in the relevant 

dedicated holder channels. We will monitor the community sentiment towards 

any DAO proposals that arise from these discussions and that are submitted by 

community members, which relate to uses of the MetaSweepers DAO Treasury 

and the operations of MetaSweepers. Proposals will then be put to the holders 

and our intention is to build custom infrastructure on a dedicated website 

whereby holders can vote using their NFTs. If there is an interim period prior to 

the building of this custom website, holders may be able to vote through Discord 

or using an alternative temporary replacement the team provides.  

The general principles of voting on DAO proposals shall be as follows and this 

may be adjusted by the DAO from time to time: 

• 1 MetaSweeper = 1 vote. For example, if one owns 4 MetaSweepers, they 

can use each of their MetaSweepers to total 4 votes when voting. Rarity 

and whether your MetaSweeper is a 1/1 has no impact on this principle; 

• The quorum for a vote to be considered valid shall be 60 MetaSweepers;  

• Where options are presented for a given vote, the option that has 

received the most votes will pass accordingly; and 

• The core team may vote on proposals using any MetaSweepers they 

personally hold. 

MetaSweepers DAO Treasury 

The team will implement the DAO proposals that pass using the 

MetaSweepers DAO Treasury and will use cost effective means of implementing 

the DAO proposals. With respect to the MetaSweepers DAO Treasury, we note 

the following principles and procedures: 
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• The MetaSweepers DAO Treasury will constitute 694.20 SOL 

(proportional to the mint fully completing). 

• 10% of the Treasury will be reserved for community contributor rewards 

(as discussed in Part 3 of this Whitepaper). 

• The remaining amount of SOL will be used for the profit distribution 

mechanism (subject to and as discussed in Part 4 of this Whitepaper). The 

DAO may vote to postpone or cancel a profit distribution should they wish.  

• The Treasury funds in SOL will be split in five tranches, with four tranches 

of 20% each delegated to validators for the purposes of staking, and the 

remaining 20% held in liquid funds for quick purchases, noting that it can 

take several days to unstake funds that are staked. If further funds are 

required that exceed the liquid funds, we will unstake a staked tranche 

accordingly. 

• We have obtained the .sol address metasweepersdao.sol for holding 

purposes and transparency and intend to use this address. The amount of 

funds and NFTs held will therefore be publicly available for viewing. 

• The core team will have the option to wind-up the Treasury if ever needed 

in unforeseen circumstances should the project close, and in that event, 

the treasury will be split between all MetaSweepers holders proportional 

to their holdings equally at a snapshot date. 

Team Accountability 

In an effort to progress transparently and maintain appropriate standards, 

the team and MetaSweepers are being audited by RadRugs.  

We intend to continue this active engagement to ensure we are 

implementing the right checks and balances and are keeping members informed 

on our progress by setting up a “currently working on” live list and a calendar to 

track our own internal deadlines for completing tasks associated with 

MetaSweepers and the implementation of DAO proposals that have passed. 

Subject to availability we also intend to have bi-weekly voice calls with 

MetaSweepers members to ensure their voices are heard in addition to regularly 

monitoring the DAO chats. 

Together, we hope to work closely with the MetaSweepers DAO to 

elevate MetaSweepers to blue chip status and bring utility and value to holders.  
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Legal Disclaimer 
Reading and acknowledging this disclaimer is a requirement for any user that decides to use our website to mint, 

purchases, or is a holder of, a MetaSweepers NFT and this disclaimer applies to such user who is also referred to 

as “you”. Any reference to “we”, “us”, “our”, “MetaSweepers team” or “team” shall mean every member of the 

team associated with MetaSweepers including any changes from time to time including to the extent the team 

is involved within an incorporated company or partnership. “Whitepaper” and “Sweepaper” are identical terms. 

Nothing in this Whitepaper including any publication materials produced by or on behalf of the MetaSweepers 

team (including but not limited to any roadmap) is an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy any NFTs. 

The MetaSweepers project does not constitute any offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. 

The MetaSweepers team is publishing this Whitepaper solely to present our proposed model and receive 

feedback and comments and it is subject to change from time to time. Nothing in this Whitepaper or the 

MetaSweepers project shall be construed as a trustee or shareholder structure and the MetaSweepers team shall 

owe no fiduciary or trustee duties to you in this regard. The MetaSweepers project is not an investment vehicle 

or fund and nothing connected to the project is intended to act as investment advice or is intended for the 

MetaSweepers project to carry itself as an investment company. Any distributions to you shall be optional and 

subject to changes of law and regulations from time to time.  

Nothing in this Whitepaper should be treated or read as a guarantee or promise of the legal permissibility of the 

MetaSweepers project proposals and the MetaSweepers project is subject to changes of law and regulations 

from time to time. Things may change relating to the MetaSweepers project that is outside of our control. As 

with any NFT project, this is a significantly risky venture, your capital is at risk and the value derived from holding 

a MetaSweeper NFT may be limited to its value as digital art, with no further obligation or responsibilities from 

the MetaSweepers team owed to you. Your purchase of a MetaSweepers NFT could lead to the complete loss of 

your money, and no payments will be returned. Minting or purchasing a MetaSweepers NFT will be on an “as-is” 

basis, at your sole risk, and on the basis that you have not relied on any representations or warranties made by 

us. You therefore understand and agree that holding this NFT would grant you no rights and carries with it no 

guarantee of future performance of any kind by the MetaSweepers team. You also acknowledge the risk that the 

MetaSweepers project may be dissolved at any time at the option of the MetaSweepers team. You are not 

entitled, as a holder of any MetaSweepers NFT, to vote or receive dividends or profits or be deemed the holder 

of shares of MetaSweepers, any partnership or company the team creates, or any other person by virtue of your 

ownership of a MetaSweepers NFT, nor will anything contained herein be construed to construe on you any of 

the rights of a shareholder, partner, joint venturer, etc. or any right to vote for the election of any members of 

the MetaSweepers team or upon any matter submitted to the team, or to give or withhold consent to any action 

or to receive notice of meetings, or to receive subscription rights to purchase any interest in the MetaSweepers 

project.  

You acknowledge and agree that, the MetaSweepers team shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever to you 

or any other person for losses or damages of any kind, whether arising in contract, tort, or otherwise, arising 

from the sale of MetaSweepers NFTs. You agree that the functionality of any software or systems created by the 

MetaSweepers team will be determined by us in our sole and absolute discretion. You confirm that you are not 

based in a jurisdiction where buying, trading and/or owning this MetaSweepers NFT (should it be minted or 

purchased) would be prohibited or restricted in any manner. You also confirm that it is understood, despite our 

best efforts, that there can still be exploit risks that exist within the functions associated with minting and running 

an NFT project and that you should never invest more than you can afford to lose. All purchases of any 

MetaSweepers NFTs are final and non-refundable. The official mint date for MetaSweepers will be announced 

through our social media accounts from time to time. 

 

 

 


